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How Superbubbles and Entropy-Driven Winds
Regulate the Formation of Disc Galaxies

1012 M☉: The "Magic Scale" of Galaxy Formation

BW Keller, JMD Kruijssen, JW Wadsley     Universität Heidelberg

The Breakdown of Supernova Regulation Sets this Scale

Outflow Buoyancy Determines When Regulation Breaks Down

Galaxy formation is remarkably inefficient: no 
galaxies convert more than ~1/3 of their baryons 
to stars.  More puzzling still is the non-monotonic 
relation between halo mass and stellar mass 
fraction: both halos more  and less massive than 
1012 M☉ become less efficient star formers as 
they move away from this "magic scale".

One possible mechanism for setting this scale is a 
transition from efficient regulation of star 
formation by supernovae to efficient regulation by 
active galactic nuclei.  These mechanisms are 
expected to have opposing scaling with halo 
mass: AGN are weaker in smaller halos, while SN 
are weaker in more massive ones.

With a new, physically motivated model for SN 
feedback, we can test this hypothesis in 
cosmological simulations of galaxies in ~1012 M☉ 
halos.

As the halo mass of a SN regulated galaxy exceeds ~1012M☉, a 
sharp increase in the star formation efficiency occurs: galaxies 
begin producing far too many stars compared to observations.

The reason for this breakdown can be found in the outflows 
driven by SN.  For smaller halos, SN can power efficient galactic 
winds, driving outflow rates higher than the star formation rate.  
Once the halo mass exceeds 1012M☉, these outflows are no 
longer buoyant in the CGM, and fail to transport gas out of the 
ISM.  This breakdown also causes the growth of a massive 
bulge, potentially triggering an AGN, which can then quench the 
galaxy.

When superbubble-heated gas has 
higher entropy than the hot corona, it 
will feel a buoyant acceleration 
upward.

Integrating the buoyant equations of 
motion reveal that for halos of 
~1012M☉, the altitude hot fluid reaches 
drops to << Rvir.  Ejected gas thus 
recycles quickly, and outflows 
cease regulating star 
formation.
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The stellar mass/halo mass relation, as shown here in 
the abundance matching prediction from Moster et al. 
2013, is peaked at 1012M☉.  What causes this turnover, 
and why does it occur at this mass?

The Aquila comparison project 
(Scannapieco et al 2012) showed that most 
early models for feedback failed to produce 
realistic galaxies.

New models for supernova feedback, like 
the Keller et al. 2014 Superbubble model, 
have mostly solved the early issues of 
"weak" feedback.
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The MUGS2 sample of simulated M* galaxies brackets the  
1012M☉ halo mass, with a variety of merger rates and spin 
parameters.  Mock stellar images of these galaxies are 
shown above  Despite this variety in formation history, as 
soon as the halo mass exceeds 1012M☉ star formation 
becomes unregulated as SN feedback fails to efficiently 
drive outflows.  As we show below, the buoyancy of SN-
heated gas explains this breakdown, and is a natural 
explanation to the characteristic halo mass we see in 
these simulations and in the SMHMR..
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For reasonable values of the ISM scale height and density, a 104M☉ star 
cluster generates hot ejecta which is highly buoyant only in halos below 
~1012M☉.  Above this mass, outflows fail to launch.
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ngThe cycle of gas through the CGM begins with 

gas accreted onto the halo, which shocks to the 
virial entropy.  That gas may then cool and 
accrete down to the ISM.  Feedback from stars 
will inject entropy into the ISM, and this high 
entropy gas will rise buoyantly through the CGM, 
eventually cooling and returning back to the ISM 
to repeat the cycle.

As the halo mass approaches 1012M☉, only 
the most buoyant superbubbles, driven by 
the most massive clusters in the lowest 
density patches of the ISM are able to rise 
through the higher-entropy CGM.  This drives 
the outflow mass loadings down to η<< 1.
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Equation of Motion for a Buoyant Bubble


